A glance at the non-technical skills of nurses: simulation contributions
The Nursing area is increasingly faced with the challenge to prepare its professionals for the performance of technical and non-technical skills. In this sense, simulations, particularly high-fidelity ones, have been recognized as allies, with advantages for patient safety, teamwork, cost reduction in the real scenario and the handling of emotions of the learners.
Herein, we are interested in considering the non-technical skills, whose relevance is based in knowing that a significant portion of the adverse events (1) of these skills are attributed to non-compliance with quality.
The term non-technical skill, which comes from the aviation area in the '90s and is used in different areas, including health, refers to the cognitive and social skills and the personal resources that complement the technical skills and contribute to the safety and effective performance of tasks. Or, in the words of authors of the area of health (1) (2) , it covers the preparation or knowledge of the situation, decision-making or One of the crucial points in the teaching or training of skills, especially non-technical ones, is their assessment. Models for this end have pointed to the use of indicators of (observable) behaviors. A recent review of the literature (4) has identified several methods to measure observable behavior, but the authors
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